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Abstract ____I_. A mathematical model of the growth of mass of a 
multispecies fish ccmmunity is constructed taking into 
account natural growth, mortality and breeding. The Sterile 
Aiale Technique (STivl) propounded Taylor and Costello (1973) is 
applied with a view to controlling ecological rescurces which 
are essential for the growth of fish populations. The optimal 
harvest policy is studied by invoking Pontryagin's Xaxinal 
Principle. Dynamical behaviour of the system is discussed at 
length. 
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IiJTXODUCTION 
Scientific management of fisheries 
has beccme important now-a-days due 
to many reasons. Ecologists and 
environmentalists are worried over 
the biological over exploitation 
of the fish species while the socio 
-economists are concerned with low 
economic rents due to poor catch 
rates and over capitalised fishing 
fleets. Sometimes owners of the 
fishries try to yield as much eco- 
nomic rents as possible by increa- 
sing fishing effort in an unscien- 
tific way. this leads to biological 
overexplo i tetion which in return 
causes poor catch rates and the 
resultant introduction of over- 
capitalised fishing fleets in an 
attempt to maintain the catch level. 
The situation may become far more 
critical in the case of open- 
access fisheries in absence of 
suitable reguletions. Overfishing 
may scxnetimes lead to the extinc- 
tion of some species causing dis- 
ruption to the ecosystem. Die- 
economic analysis of fishery pro- 
cesses may be helpful in solving 
these problems. 
Studies in this direction were 
apparently initiated by Schaefer 
(1957) in respeCt Of IIEdrJe 
fisheries. Almost simultaneously, 
a beautiful mathemeticzl model on 
the dynamics of esploited fish 
populations was forwarded by 
Beverton and Holt (1957). Signifi- 
cant works in this field have been 
done by many authors including, 
among others, Clark (1971, 1972, 
I 9731, Clark and iviunro (I 9751, 
Larkin (19631, Eeed (19741, Silvert 
and Smith ( 1, Turvey (19541, 
Anderson (1973) etc. The first 
full-fledged text on the subject 
was written by Clark (I 976) and it 
is considered to be a nioneerina 
work which has brought-the subject 
into limelight. Among other tren- 
tises one may refer to nnderson 
(1977j, ijrebbia (19751, Smith 
(1974) and Goh (1980!. 
The present model is concerned with 
the commercial exploitation of a 
multi-species fish communitv. De- 
termination of an optimal poiicy 
with regard to exploitation of a 
multispecies system is very diffi- 
cult both theoretically and pr?c- 
tically. The difficulty in such 
problems is two-fold. >irstly, the 
difficulty lies in the construc- 
tion of a-realistic model of a 
multispecies system which lends to 
an analytically tractable optimal 
control problem. Secondly, the 
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difficulty lies in the application uniform rate. 
of optimal control theory to a 
probiem involving more than two 
state variables. Viewed in this 
context, the present model is a 
simple one concerned with the com- 
bined harvesting of two ecologica- 
lly independent fish populations. 
The Beverton-Holt model of a single 
species attributes the cause of 
growth of mass of fish to nature. 
The present model takes into acco- 
unt natural growth and mortality, 
and breeding. It also aims at 
controlling the ecological resou- 
rces involved in the growth of ‘fish 
populations and to achieve this 
goal the S?,erile Male Technique 
(Taylor & Costello, 1973) is 
applied. This technique, although 
it seems to be controversial bio- 
logically, can well be thought of 
as a good mechanism of controlling 
the limited available resources 
that are badly necessary for the 
growth of the fish populations. 
Dynamical behaviour of the SySteriI 
is discussed at length. A Simple 
economic analysis of the harvesting 
policy is attempted. Existence of 
a bionomic equilibrium is investi- 
gated. The problem of maximizing 
the profit due to fish harvesting 
is tackled with the help of pan- 
tryagin's %laximal Principle (Davies, 
1973). 
Thus the average number of eggs 
laid by the i-th species in time 
t is * (ci - Bi) xi C-t. 
Let us now introduce the concept of 
the socalled Sterile Male Technique 
(Taylor & Costello, 1973) of con- 
trolling the ecological resources 
which influence the growth of the 
fish populations. Let there be a 
constant number kli of sterile 
males present in each generation 
of the i-th species. 
the 
Assuming that 
x,(8 
resent generation includes 
fertile males, it follows 
that Xi(t) fertile females will 
choose mates frcm a total male 
population of 4 + Mi . A frec- 
tion xi / (xi + Mi) of these met- 
ings will produce offsprings. Hence 
the modified expression for the 
average number of eggs laid in time 
At becomes 
6 xf (ai - Pi) At / (xi + Mi)* 
(ii) The number of fish of the i-th 
species dying in time At due 
to natural mortality is taken 
to be Yi xi L-,t where Y_. 
is a function of both xi &cl 
t. 
L!ATl-IE&lATICAL FOFGULATIOi~ (iii) The number of fish of the i-th 
OF THE PROELEZ species harvested in time Ot 
is assumed to be qi E xiat 
where E denotes the effort 
devoted to combined harvesti- 
ng and qi , is the catcha- 
bility coefficient. 
Let us consider two ecologically 
independent fish populations which 
are subject to canbined harvesting, 
and of sizes xl(t), x2(t) respec- 
tively at any time t. We assume 
that the change xi( t + t>- xi(t) 
iti$he size of the i-th species in 
t occurs due to the follow- 
ing factors t 
(i) The fish population changes 
continuously due to breeding. 
Let Cii = constant rate of food avai- 
lable to each adult of i-th 
species 
and Fi = constant rate of food 
supply required to main- 
tain each adult of i-th 
species 
where 'i> pi, i = 1,2. 
The excess amount of food available 
per unit time to each adult of the 
i-th species is ai - pi . 
Let us now assume that the adult 
females are capable of converting 
the excess food into eggs at a 
Taking the above three situations 
into consideration, making up the 
belance and considering the limit 
6t+o, the differential equa- 
tions governing the growth of the 
two fish populations beccme 
. 
x. = 
1 
3 (ai - iJi) $ _ y 
--_W1________ 
x 
xi + Mi ii 
- qih xi, i =I, 2. (1) 
ASSLnni~ t'?St ~~iL_CXi, (1) yields 
;c = 
i 'i xi -bi,i=1,2 (2) 
where 
i - qi E, bi = * Mi(ai - Bi), 
(ai - Bi) _ Yi = intrinsic 
growth rate. 
(3) 
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The second term on the right side 
of (2) indicates that the presence 
of some sterile neles in the fish 
oopulation has a damping effect on 
its growth. Hence the Sterile Male 
Technique, although it seems to be 
controversial biologically, can 
well be thought of as a good mecha- 
nism of controlling the limited 
available resources that are badly 
necessary for the growth of the 
fish populations. 
Using the transformation 
b. x2 _ -2 = Xi , (2) reduces to 
A 
2i 
ti 
It is 
E are 
= ai Xi , i = I, 2 a 
assumed here that 'i , qi , 
independent of time t. 
The solutions of the system (4) are 
'i =xi(o) e 
ai t , i = 1, 2 (5) 
and the equation to the trajectories 
in the phase plane is 
&' x+)/XjW _71iai 
= &<t>/ ~(0) _7”%* (6) 
The origin is the only critical point 
of the system (4) and hence (b,/a,, 
b2/a2) is the only critical point of 
the original system (2). It may be 
noted that the critical point of the 
system would be (0, o) in absence of 
the sterile males. Hence the level 
of equilibrium of both the popula- 
tions is raised due to pzftial 
sterility and thus there is nodanger 
of extinction of either species. 
To speak of the nature of the criti- 
cal point, we have to deal with the 
following cases : 
Case 5. -___ !:'hen al/a2 >O, the critical 
point is an unstable node. 
The paths diverge tm>!ards in- 
finity as t-3 + 00 and 
converge to the critical 
point as t --i -* (r"ig.1). 
The condition here implies 
I,,( $ .-iij ;9,, (_+,-E)io. 
Ii the biotechnical p?oducti- 
vity (Clark, 1976) of both 
the species be greater than 
the fishing effort the biological 
equilibrium is unstable. 
Case II. If a2c..a,C0, i.e. if the -__-_ 
biotechnical oroductivitx of 
both the species be less-than 
the harvesting effort, the 
direction along the paths in 
the phase plane is reversed 
(Fig.2) and the critical point 
is an asymptotically node. 
Case III. When a2<,0 <a,, i.e. when _____- 
the biotechnical productivity 
of the first species be grea- 
ter than the effort but that 
of the second species be less 
than the effort, the paths in 
the phase plane are as shown 
in Fig. 3. All paths except 
the separatriccs (X,=0, X2=0) 
originate fram infinity (t = 
- ry; ) and terminate at infi- 
nity (t = + * ). The critical 
point is a saddle point and 
it is unstable. 
Case IV. Y!hen e,CO(a2, the direc- _____-_ 
tion along the paths (Fig.3) 
is reversed and the equilibri- 
LH;L point is a saddle point. 
Hence the biological equili- 
brim of the exploited pOi>Ulp- 
tions is unstable in Cases III 
and IV also. 
CaseV _-u-W* Yhen al = a2 L 0, the p+.%i 
in the phase plane are half- 
lines of all possible slooes 
passing through the ec,uilibri- 
um point. Each of these half- 
lines approaches and enters 
the equilibria point as t? 
+w ; i.e., all the paths of 
the system enter (b,/a,,b2/a2) 
as ti+v, . The critical 
point is a node and it is asy- 
mptotically stable (Fig.4). In 
this case? the biotechnicgl 
productivity of both the spc- 
ties is less than the harves- 
ting effort. Also the biotic 
potential of one s;ecies is iii 
excess (or deficit) over that 
of the other by an a.mount by 
which the catch rate of this 
species exceeds (or falls sh- 
ort of) that of the other. 
Case VI When a, = a2> 0, the situn- ___I--* 
tion is the same as in CEse V 
except that the prths enter 
the critical point as t--+-w; 
the node is unstable and the 
arrows in Fig. 4 are all re- 
versed. Here the biotechnicrl 
productivity of both the spe- 
cies is greater than the hrr- 
vesting effort. 
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COST ANALYSIS 
We now attempt a simple economic 
analysis of the harvesting policy, 
Let cs = 
ch- 
and cb = 
set-up cost, 
fishing cost proportional 
to effort 
the cost of fish breeding 
(assmed to be the same 
for both the species). 
The econanic rent (net revenue) at 
any time is given by 
JT(x, ,%&t) = (P, 91 x, +p2q2x2 
-ch) E - Cs 
- h cb \(a,-c),)(x,-X,1 + 
(c2-%)(x2-k$)j. (7) 
Our objective is to tnaxi.miSe the tot 
-al discounted net revenues for 
t&o. The present value PV of a 
continuous time-stresm of revenues 
is given by (Wilkes, 1977) 
'4 
PV- 
! v(x, ,5,E,t)e-Ttdt 
(8) 
where r" stands for the instante- 
neous annual rate of discount. 
EIONc&iIC E;QuILIBFuulrl 
The equations of the system are 
;i =di% - bi-qi E xi; 
i=?,2. 
Thus ;Li= 04 
E = f& - bi , i 
qi qixi 
= 1, 2. 
;ence.the equilibrium solutions 
xl =xz = 0 occurs only at a point 
(x1, x2) on the curve 
(9) 
The bionomic equililriunl of the 
fishing is determined by (9) toge- 
ther with the condition 
n= (p,q,x, + p2q2x2-Ch)5 - Cs - CG 
. + (P2+Y2b$-b,-%j = 0 
(IO) 
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The equilibria curve (9) passes 
through the origin while the zero- 
profit line (IO) does not. Again, 
(IO) has a segment cut-off between 
the axes in the first quadrant pro- 
vided 
ChE + cs - Cb(b,+b$ 
>PiSi = - Cb('i + Y-i), 
i = 1,2r 
Under such circumstances, there 
exists a unique bionaaic equilibria 
(x,06 , x2_,) where both x,~ , ti 
are positive and hence neither popu- 
lation faces extinction. 
OPTDJAL HARVEST POLICY 
We now invoke Pontryagin's i\taximal 
Principle (Davies, 1973) to maximize 
the objective functional 
subject to the state equations (2). 
We corstruct the Hamiltonisn : 
(12) 
where $01, 
v~4ables. 
)$t) are the adjoint 
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Here E(t) is the control variable 
subject to the constraints 0 &E(t) 
&I&ax which define the control 
set Ut = L-0, Emax -7. Assming that 
B(t) is an optimal control and 
x,(t), %(t) are the corresponding 
responses, the maximal principle 
ensures the existence of adjoint 
variables h,(t), 'X&t) for all 
t>,O such that 
(Ia) 
and 
(14) 
Let us first consider an optimal 
equilibrium solution so that 
E 
5 bl 62 bz =----=-_-V, (15) 
91 Vl 92 %J2 
The equations (13) and (14) can be 
written as 
i = 1, a,. (16) 
If qi E; > 3 and r;di-q$$that is, 
if the biotechnical 2r&iuctivity be 
less than the effort and the dis- 
count rate be greater than the net 
growth rate (after harvesting), the 
solution of (IG) is 
Tie rt 
PiqiL:'cb(6i+Yi) 
= -.-.-____-__-_ = constant, 
r + (qiE - "i) 
i=1,2. (17) 
Assuaing the transversality condi- 
tion at sci (Arrow and nurtz, lS7C; 
Halkin, 1974), we find that the 
shadow prices ai ert, i = I, 2 of 
the two fish populations renain 
constant in equilibrium. 
(17) may be written as 
GPC -BC 
SP = ---_- 
I)R - NGPH 
where SP = shadow price, 
GPC = gross price of the 
iric 
catch? 
= breeding cost, 
DE = discount rate 
and aGP3I. = net growth rate after 
hcrvesting. 
Again, the condition that the FaIiiil- 
tonian H must be a maximum for 
EEUt is 
This leads, together with (17), to 
the result 
_, CL, . 
(18) 
Equation (18), together with (15), 
determines the optimal equilibrium 
populations x1 = xlr, x2 = Xzr. 
When r-3 + RJ 
relation 
, (18) yields the 
plqlxloa + p2q2x2W = Ch 
and hence 
= -e/_-e &L (%,t3, jX,_ 
+ ~S,+J,)r,it,te,jl/_~, 
I-ience the fishery cannot-yield eco- 
nomic rent and therefcre, remains 
uliexploited (E = f?) when tne rote 
of discount is Infinite. 
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